11th Great Lakes NASMEI Conference concludes; Four Research
Grants worth INR 2.5 Lakhs Awarded
The 11th edition of Great Lakes NASMEI (North American Society for Marketing Education in India)
International Marketing Conference organized by the Kotler-Srinivasan Center for Research in
Marketing was held at Great Lakes Chennai recently. The two-day conference focused on various
aspects in the marketing arena and had two stand out features –Doctoral Workshop and Research
Grant Competition.

The event kick-started with the lighting of lamp ceremony by Chief Guest Dr. Priya Raghubir, Dean
Abraham L. Gitlow Professor of Business, Professor of Marketing, Stern School of Business, New
York University, USA, Dr. Vaidy Jayaraman, Associate Dean, Great Lakes Institute of Management,
Chennai, Conference Co-Chairs, Dr. Bharadhwaj. S, Professor of Marketing, Great Lakes Institute of
Management, Chennai, and Dr. Sridhar Samu, Associate Professor - Marketing, Great Lakes
Institute of Management, Chennai in the presence of research scholars, faculty, and students.
Welcoming the gathering, Dr. Vaidy Jayaraman, Associate Dean, Great Lakes Institute of
Management, Chennai, said, “It is a great pleasure to welcome you all to the 11th Great Lakes
NASMEI International Marketing Conference. First of all, I would like to extend my sincere thanks to
Dr. Priya Raghubir and wishes to the delegates present here. We at Great Lakes have been privileged
for holding NASMEI in the beautiful LEED platinum rated campus for past 11 years and with every
edition, the conference has addressed some of the important areas of marketing in the growing

economy. This year too, NASMEI will provide a platform for all of you to present your papers, discuss
and network with peers.”
Delivering the keynote address on the topic – Leveraging Life, Dr. Priya Raghubir, Dean Abraham L.
Gitlow Professor of Business, Professor of Marketing, Stern School of Business, New York
University, USA enhanced the research scholars and future doctoral students, with her presentation,
on how various things that make one happy can occupy the mind and fertilize a research agenda and
vice versa. She said, “As we go through life, we evolve in different ways, we play different roles, and
at times it gets very difficult to manage different calls that come from the roles we play. And this
makes it difficult to find time for the things that make us happiest.” Dr. Priya went on to give an
example by recollecting how she and her colleague, Dr. Aradhna Krishna (Professor of Marketing,
University of Michigan), while walking back from a lunch, argued on the shortest route back to office
from lunch, that led to two research publications: Clutter Bias in Numerosity, people were asked to
count the number of dots in various patterns, and ‘The Eucledian Length Effect’ – the length of the
line affected people’s perception of the number of items on that line.

“Instead of balancing life and work, I leveraged life to enrich my work and then put research into
action to enrich my life", added Dr. Priya. She further advised the audience, on how one can get
inspired by the things around and develop it into a research idea that gives both the benefit of
enjoying life and work.
NASMEI 2017 saw over 110 participation from leading institutions in the world, including IIM
Ahmedabad, IIM Bangalore, IIT Madras, ISB Hyderabad, University of Florida - Dartmouth College,
University of Michigan, IIT Stuart School of Business, Chicago, USA, Murdoch University, Australia,
Technological and Higher Education Institute of Hong Kong. Financial Marketing, Consumer
Behavior, Green Marketing, Brand Management, E- Tail & Retail, Facebook & Marketing, Services

Marketing were the key topics that were discussed and covered on both days of the conference. The
conference was preceded by a three day doctoral workshop by Dr. Priya Raghubir and Dr. Ana
Valenzuela, City University of New York, on research methods for doctoral students that enhanced
them to nurture skills to think and solve problems.
This was followed by Research Grant Participation in which 5 short listed participants presented
their research proposal. Three distinguished research scholars from the USA – Dr. Rajeev Batra,
Professor of Marketing, University of Michigan, Dr. Raj Sethuraman, Professor of Marketing,
Southern Methodist University, and Dr. Srinivas Durvasula, Professor of Marketing, Marquette
University evaluated the proposals and declared four winners :
First prize, INR 1 Lakh: Nasa Jayant, Tanuka Ghoshal & Rajagopal Raghunathan, Indian School of
Business, Hyderabad - Cozying up to the Kardashians: A Theory for Consumers' Affinity towards
Celebrity Gossip
Second Prize, INR 50,000: Xavier Catherine, Raj Raghunathan & Tanuka Ghoshal, Indian School of
Business - Is Nostalgia Always Salutary? Effects of Post-crisis Nostalgia-themed Advertisements on
Brand Affect and Brand Trust
Third Prize, INR 50,000 for two proposals: J H Jyotsna & Upendra Kumar Maurya, Indian Institute of
Technology, Madras - The Role of Authenticity in Marketing Kerala Village Tourism
Ghosh Tathagata, ICFAI Business, Hyderabad - Web care quality: Conceptualization scale
development and Validation
The conference, in overall, saw researchers, Marketing students of Great Lakes, delegates connect
over and engage them in a thought provoking conversation on various verticals and important
strategic issues around Marketing.
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